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Benchmarking
Proper benchmarking is necessary to define the 
competitive landscape.

Competitive benchmarking is an objective comparison 
of one hotel to others. It helps hoteliers identify potential 
strategies to implement in order to improve or maintain 
their competitive positioning.

Hotels should consider three types of benchmarking. 
Complete them in the following order for maximum 
impact and insight:
1. Product Benchmarking — Results in a thorough 

product analysis of the subject hotel and its 
competitors

2. Process Benchmarking — Results in an 
understanding of the processes and channels of 
both the subject hotel and its competitors

3. Rate-Value Benchmarking — Results in an 
analysis of rate structure for the subject hotel and 
its competitors, and is dependent upon the results 
of Product Benchmarking 

Product Benchmarking
The first type of benchmarking is a competitor-to-
competitor comparison focused on the hotel itself. It 
ideally results in an unbiased view about your product and 
identifies areas of needed improvement and opportunity.

A useful methodology for product benchmarking is a 
SWOT analysis, a tool used to evaluate a hotel’s Strengths, 
Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats. In a SWOT 
analysis the strengths and weaknesses of a hotel are 
compared to those of its competitive set. Opportunities 
and threats are the external factors that may influence 
the hotel’s business.

There are several ways to organize a SWOT analysis, but 
one of the easiest is to use a simple comparison chart. 
The chart can assign columns for the subject hotel and 
for each hotel to which you want to compare it.

Rows on the chart organize specific information. The 
initial information to collect is factual: the year the 
hotel was built, the number of rooms and suites, the 
number and type of restaurants, the total number and 
size of meeting rooms, additional amenities like exercise 
facilities or a business, and the shops on premises. The 
next sections address the hotels’ strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities, and threats.

Use the example in Appendix B as a guide to create a 
product benchmark for the subject hotel.
n Fill in the hotel’s name in the first column (i.e., 

replace “Hotel A”) and then do the same for each 
of its competitors.

n Add and delete columns and rows as needed.
n Adjust each of the attributes according to what is 

relevant for the area and the hotel.

First, complete the general information for all hotels. This 
information should be readily available online (via the 
hotel’s website, TripAdvisor, Cvent, Yelp, etc.).

Next, compile a list of strengths and weaknesses of the 
subject hotel. Leverage all resources at hand including 
consumer reviews and hotel employees. Employees 
of the hotel at all levels and from all departments are 
valuable sources of insight on the hotel’s strengths and 
weaknesses. Any employee who receives input from 
guests about their likes and dislikes of the hotel can make 
a valuable contribution to this brainstorming activity. 
The resulting list will likely be long, and contain some 
vague items. Avoiding any gray areas, condense it into a 
short list of the most specific and realistic strengths and 
weaknesses, and put those on the comparison chart.

Then complete the chart with the competitors’ strengths 
and weaknesses. Start by comparing the strengths and 
weaknesses of the competitor hotels. Always analyze 
competitive hotels in relation to one another. For example, 
if one of a competitor’s strengths is a new guest room 
product due to a recent complete room renovation, make 
sure the year and scope of the most recent renovation at 
competitive hotels are listed as well. If poor visibility of 
the subject hotel from street level is one of its weaknesses, 
ensure that the visibility of the other hotels is evaluated 
as well.

With strengths and weakness identified, turn your 
attention to opportunities and threats which are mostly 
external factors that will affect business at the subject 
hotel. They can be local, regional, national, or global 
factors. Often, they will affect all hotels in the same way. 
For instance, if a city raises the tax rate on hotel stays, 
all hotels in the city may lose some competitive edge 
to hotels in other cities. Sometimes opportunities and 
threats will affect hotels differently. If the subject hotel 
gets a much larger share of visitors from one specific 
geographic region than its competitors do, any positive 
economic development in that region could be a better 
opportunity for that hotel than for its competitive set.
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Examples of opportunities include:
n New market entrants such as geographical 

additions or a new type of industry (e.g., 
pharmaceutical)

n New alliances or mergers
n Markets lost by weak hotels, hotels that closed, or 

hotels converted to another use
n Shifting market share from a less to a more 

profitable segment
n New business or industry trends

Examples of threats are:
n A new hotel opening or one that greatly improved 

its product
n Price wars with competing hotels
n A competitor offering a new or greatly superior 

service or product
n A competitor gaining better access to a distribution 

channel through a new alliance or brand affiliation
n Technological innovation by a competitor
n Access by consumers to a supply of condo hotels, 

time shares, and home rentals
n Alternatives for leisure dollar spending, such as 

cruises and adventure vacations
n Competitor providing more state-of-the-art meeting 

space

Depending on the strengths and weaknesses identified, 
any change in external business conditions has the 
potential to turn into an opportunity or a threat.

See Appendix B for an example of a SWOT analysis for a 
hotel.

Process Benchmarking
Another very important component of competitive 
benchmarking and knowing the competition is 
understanding their processes and the channels they 
leverage. Keep in mind that this information can change 
over time. Therefore, collecting process benchmarks 
should be regular and ongoing. Be sure that as new 
information is identified, all revenue team members are 
kept informed.

Answer the following questions for each of the properties 
within your competitive set. As with the SWOT analysis, 
this information can be compiled through a variety 
of sources including calling the hotel directly, using a 
company with expertise in business intelligence (see 
Appendix C for a list of providers), reviewing competitive 
websites, online searches, and so on.

1. With which third party sites does the competitor 
work?

2. What is the competitor’s cancellation policy(s) for 
various rate types?

3. Do they have reservations on property or is it 
centralized?

4. Are their reservations agents able to effectively 
and comfortably convey product knowledge?

5. How many different room types does the 
competitor have?

6. What are the room types?
7. Do they display the lowest priced room types on 

their site first?
8. Do they have a revenue professional on property? 

To whom does he/she/they report?
9. What kind of a strategic focus does the revenue 

professional have?
10. How sophisticated is the revenue professional?
11. Do they use an automated revenue management 

system?
12. Do they differentiate between weekdays and 

weekends with respect to rates?
13. List the hotels in the order from highest rates to 

lowest rates. Where do you want to position your 
hotel’s rates on this list, and why?

14. Does the competitor identify you as part of their 
competitive set on their intelligence reports?

Rate-Value Benchmarking
Rate-value benchmarking allows the hotelier to rank 
their hotel against the competition. This provides an 
opportunity to perform a qualitative comparison by 
identifying specific attributes that are relative and ranking 
each of them. It is especially useful in understanding a 
hotel’s market position.

The goal of this exercise is to ensure the competitors 
identified by the revenue team are competitive with the 
subject hotel and to identify the areas in which they are 
competitive. This is done by seeing if all are within a 
reasonable ranking compared to the subject hotel.

This is important because it allows the revenue team to 
ensure it has identified the specific attributes a competitor 
has that make it a competitor. Some competitors may 
have attributes that the subject hotel does not. In those 
cases, that attribute may keep the hotel from competing 
with them in a certain market segment. However, it is 
important to determine whether this should keep the 
team from identifying them as a competitor all together. 
For example, a hotel that has 35,000 square feet of banquet 
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SWOT ANALYSIS EXAMPLE
A P P E N D I X  B : 

Hotel A Hotel B Hotel C

Year built / last full room 
renovation

1972 / 2016 2010/ n/a 1984 / 20011

Number of rooms/suites 315 403 298

Number of meeting rooms 14/11 (flexible) 12 10

Meeting room square 
footage

21,000

Ballroom=5,000

17,000

Grand Ballroom=6,000

12,000

Palace Room=3,000

Restaurants and capacity Prince of Wales / 100 / breakfast, 
lunch, dinner

Limehouse Pub / 50 / bar, dinner

24-hour room service

Oak Terrace / 130 / breakfast, 
lunch 

The Camelia House / 60 / fine 
dining

24-hour room service

Avenue One / 90, breakfast, 
lunch, dinner

The Lantern Room / 30 / bar, 
appetizers in the evening

24-hour room service

Other facilities Exercise room, small business 
center

Spa with pool and fitness room, 
business center

Exercise room, discounted access 
to spa next door, business center

Parking Valet parking in nearby garages Valet parking in own garage Valet parking in nearby garages

STRENGTHS High name recognition within 
the city

Most flexible meeting space

Good location for leisure guests

Experienced banquet and sales 
team

Unobstructed lake views

Large guestrooms and bathrooms

Easy access from street, lobby/bar 
visible from outside

Chain affiliation with access to 
largest loyalty reward program

Very popular bar

Parking in own garage

Spa with pool

Fine dining restaurant

24h business center

New product, state-of-the-art 
equipment in both guest rooms 
and meeting space

Next door access to spa

Largest guest rooms/bathrooms

Good location for both leisure 
and business

WEAKNESSES Guest rooms need renovation

Small bathrooms

Lack of brand affiliation / name 
recognition outside of the city

Valet parking in nearby garages 
often causes long waits

No spa or pool

Confusing meeting room setup 
on 3 different levels

Change of ownership last year 
resulted in high staff turnover, 
especially in sales

Low visibility from street level due 
to side entrance

Perceived as too expensive, 
especially for meetings

Location not ideal for both leisure 
and business

Chain / brand name still not well 
known in U.S.

Obstructed views on 3 sides

Inexperienced staff

Limited meeting space

Lobby / front desk not on street 
level
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OPPORTUNITIES Decision to drastically raise prices 
for SMERF segment lowered 
group base and should open up 
more opportunities to take high 
rated business over high demand 
dates and citywide conventions

New two-way interface between 
PMS and CRS should greatly 
increase guest satisfaction, 
decrease reservation labor costs

City to host the largest number of 
conventions since 1998

Expected increase in international 
travel will favor hotels with 
international presence / brand 
recognition

Newly installed CRM system 
is now operating. This should 
further help the current strong 
marketing and brand position

City to host the largest number of 
conventions since 1998

If merger talks with a large U.S. 
chain succeed it would give them 
a much larger guest base and 
better name recognition and 
distribution channels

With staff gaining more 
experience they should be able to 
better sell their superior product 
and location and become a 
stronger competitor

City to host the largest number of 
conventions since 1998

THREATS Construction of a new high 
rise next to the hotel will 
increase traffic congestion and 
valet parking problems, noise 
complaints

Tentatively planned start of 
room renovation in October—
while necessary—would greatly 
decrease results in Q4; some of 
the biggest conventions will take 
place during that time

Large number of low rate airline 
crew contracts will work against 
them in the next year with a lot 
more citywide compression

Biggest corporate account will 
have no new store openings next 
year (after 7 last year) which will 
greatly reduce their room night 
production

New hotel of similar size and style 
will open in March only 2 blocks 
away and will compete for the 
same market

Might lose several of their key 
corporate accounts following 
intense price competition with 
Hotel A




